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kernel vulnerabilities also merit patching. Organizations often
use rolling upgrades [3], [6], in which patches are designed
to affect small subsystems that minimize unplanned wholesystem downtime, to update and patch whole server systems.
However, rolling upgrades do not altogether obviate the need
to restart software or reboot systems; instead, dynamic hot
patching (live patching) approaches [7]–[9] aim to apply
patches to running software without having to restart it.
Several kernel-level live patching tools have been designed
previously, including kpatch [10], kGraft [11], Ksplice [12],
and the Canonical Livepatch Service [13]. For example, kpatch
leverages OS-provided infrastructures such as ftrace to
trace a target function, clone and fork to hook the entry
instruction in that target function, and then trampolines to
a patched version of that target function. Moreover, it can
use procfs and ptrace system calls to checkpoint and
restore the state of running applications. In addition, all those
approaches need to modify the existing kernel code and trust
the operating system. In a similar vein, KUP [8] replaces the
whole kernel at runtime while retaining state from running
applications. However, KUP incurs significant runtime and
resource overhead (e.g., more than 30GB of memory space)
to support application checkpointing [14], even for very small
kernel patches.
Existing patching techniques must trust the OS kernel or
cooperative patching applications to deploy patches. However,
patching implementations can suffer from numerous bugs [15],
which may cause patching failures or interruptions. Moreover,
a patch may become compromised if the OS or patching
mechanism becomes compromised. For example, an internal
OS update can be hijacked [16]–[18] to download and install
malicious patches. Such attacks download additional malicious
applications while retaining kernel functionality. Further, even
after live patching applies kernel patches, kernel attacks may
be able to revert the software to a vulnerable version [19].
Such situations are more likely to happen in remote or cloud
computing environments [20], [21], where users have less
control over a remote computer’s patching operations.
Thus, there is a need to improve the dependability of live
patching techniques.

Abstract—Live kernel patching is an increasingly common
trend in operating system distributions, enabling dynamic updates to include new features or to fix vulnerabilities without
having to reboot the system. Patching the kernel at runtime
lowers downtime and reduces the loss of useful state from running
applications. However, existing kernel live patching techniques
(1) rely on specific support from the target operating system,
and (2) admit patch failures resulting from kernel faults. We
present KS HOT, a kernel live patching mechanism based on
x86 SMM and Intel SGX that focuses on patching Linux kernel
security vulnerabilities. Our patching processes are protected by
hardware-assisted Trusted Execution Environments. We demonstrate that our technique can successfully patch vulnerable kernel
functions at the binary-level without support from the underlying
OS and regardless of whether the kernel patching mechanism is
compromised. We demonstrate the applicability of KS HOT by
successfully patching 30 critical indicative kernel vulnerabilities.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The growing complexity and heterogeneity of software has
led to a concomitant increase in the pressure to apply patches
and updates, including to the operating system itself [1].
Frequently, users that choose to patch their kernels may incur
downtime when the patch requires restarting the system. This
unavoidable disruption impacts both enterprise and end users.
For example, in systems that are performing complex scientific computations or financial transactions, users are unlikely
to reboot a system [2], [3]. According to Gartner [4], the
average cost of IT downtime is $5, 600 per minute. Businesses downtime can reach $300, 000 per hour, on average.
Even for general end users, unplanned downtime interrupts
running applications risks the loss of unsaved data. As a
result, enterprises and users often delay applying patches to
their operating systems, leading to increased risks to their
computing resources [1].
Since patches are important to fixing vulnerabilities and
adding software features, many prior approaches propose live
patching mechanisms that reduce or avoid system reboots
or the loss of application or OS state. Early mechanisms
focused on live updating applications (e.g., POLUS [5]), but
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To summarize, live kernel patching faces three challenges:
1) Downtime. Traditional kernel patching methods require
downtime, either from unplanned reboots or from stopping applications to checkpoint states.
2) Overhead. Live kernel patching techniques often incur
non-trivial CPU and memory overhead to apply patches
and restore previously-checkpointed state.
3) Trust. Live patching software depends on the correctness
of the underlying OS, which may suffer from bugs [22] or
security vulnerabilities. If the OS-level patching mechanism becomes compromised, then patches applied by that
mechanism cannot be trusted.
In this paper, we present KS HOT, a live kernel patching
technique that uses Intel Software Guard eXtensions (SGX)
and System Management Mode (SMM) to effectively, efficiently, and reliably patch running, untrusted kernels. We
summarize our contributions as follows:
• We develop a reliable architecture for live kernel patching. We leverage Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs)
implemented with SGX and SMM to prepare and deploy
kernel patches that do not require trusting the kernel
patching mechanism.
• We use SMM (i.e., hardware support) to naturally store
the runtime state of the target host, which reduces
external storage overhead and improves live patching
performance. Employing this hardware-assisted mechanism supports faster restoration without requiring external
checkpoint and restore solutions (e.g., Criu [14]). Moreover, we adopt an SMM-based kernel protection approach
for secure live patching.
• We use SGX as a trusted environment for patch preparation to provide adequate runtime patch performance.
Furthermore, patching in an SGX enclave precludes adversarial tampering, improving patching reliability.
• We evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of KS HOT
by providing an in-depth analysis on a suite of indicative
kernel vulnerabilities. We demonstrate that our approach
incurs little overhead while providing trustworthy live
kernel patches that mitigate known kernel exploits.

new kernel

Fig. 1: Overview of live patching approaches—function-,
instruction-, and kernel-level. In function-level, entire kernel
functions are replaced with new ones by copying bytes into
memory. In instruction-level, single buggy instructions are
replaced with trampolines to new instructions. In kernellevel, the entire kernel image is replaced with a new binary
image by switching page table entries so that kernel addresses
correspond to a new location in physical memory that contain
the revised image.
kernel switching. In general, these methods can replace single
instructions, vulnerable functions, or even the whole kernel
with a patched one to repair bugs or eliminate vulnerabilities.
Solutions in this area include industry-deployed mechanisms
like Ksplice [12] and kpatch [10] as well as academiaproposed solutions like KUP [8] and KARMA [9].
However, current KLP techniques extend trust to the kernel
itself to correctly deploy patches. If the kernel becomes
compromised, then any subsequent patches deployed by that
kernel are not trustworthy, potentially leading to additional malicious activities [1]. In our work, we implement a trustworthy
KLP mechanism by leveraging TEEs that enable live kernel
patching even when the underlying kernel patching mechanism
is compromised.
B. System Management Mode
System Management Mode (SMM) is a highly-privileged
CPU execution mode present in all current x86 machines since
the 80386. It is used to handle system-wide functionality such
as power management, system hardware control, or OEMspecific code. SMM is used by the system firmware but not
by applications or normal system software. The code and data
used in SMM are stored in a hardware-protected memory
region named System Management RAM (SMRAM), which
is inaccessible from the normal OS (i.e., can only be accessed
by SMM). SMM code is executed by the CPU upon receiving
a System Management Interrupt (SMI), causing the CPU to
switch modes from (typically) Protected Mode to SMM. The
hardware automatically saves the CPU state in a dedicated
region in SMRAM. Upon completing the execution of SMM
code by the RSM instruction, the CPU’s state is restored,
resuming execution in Protected Mode. Moreover, SMM is
able to access physical memory with a higher privilege,
allowing it to read or modify kernel code and data structures
in kernel memory segments.

II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we first introduce existing live patching
techniques. We then provide an overview of x86 System
Management Mode and Intel Secure Guard eXtensions, which
we use as a trusted base to implement our approach.
A. Kernel Live Patching
Live patching (also known as hot patching) is a method
for dynamically updating software, effectively reducing the
downtime and inconvenience often associated with software
upgrades [7], [10], [23]–[26]. We focus on the particular
domain of Kernel Live Patching (KLP), which updates the
operating system to address vulnerabilities or bugs without
having to restart. Figure 1 illustrates common KLP methods,
which can update kernel software at three levels of abstraction:
function replacement, instruction hooking and jumping, and

C. Software Guard eXtensions
Software Guard eXtensions (SGX) [27] is a TEE technology
proposed by Intel which allows a trusted application to run in
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System DRAM

userspace, even if the OS kernel is compromised. SGX protects
selected code and data from disclosure or modification by
the OS. Developers can partition applications into processorhardened enclaves, or protected areas of execution in memory,
which increase security without having to extend trust beyond
those enclaves. Enclaves are trusted execution environments
provided by SGX. The enclave code and data reside in a region
of protected physical memory called the Enclave Page Cache
(EPC). The EPC is guarded by CPU access controls: nonenclave code cannot access enclave memory.
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Fig. 2: High-level architecture of KS HOT. Our approach uses
three secure entities: the Remote Patch Server, the SGX
enclave in a helper application, and the SMM-based kernel
patching environment. The annotations 1–5 trace the life cycle
of trusted live patching. In (1), we transfer the patch; in (2),
we pre-process the binary patch; in (3), we switch to SMM;
in (4), we apply the patch at the binary level; and in (5), we
resume the updated OS.

III. T HREAT M ODEL AND A SSUMPTIONS
We propose an approach to provide reliable live patches to
kernels with untrusted patching mechanisms.
We assume that kernel-based patching mechanisms can
become compromised by internal weaknesses [15], [22] or
external attacks [18]. For example, the vulnerability CVE2016-5195, which exploits a race condition for privilege
escalation within the kernel, can be used by attackers to install
rootkits. Attackers can design such rootkits to interfere with
the patching process and prevent memory-level bug repairs
(e.g., by undoing changes to memory introduced by a livepatching system). Thus, we instead assume that the target
OS supports SGX [28], [29] hardware. We further assume
that the system is trusted during the boot process, and that
System Management RAM (Section II-B) is locked by the
system firmware so that an attacker cannot modify it (i.e.,
that the hardware is trusted to enforce access control). While
SGX and SMM are potentially vulnerable to side-channel attacks like Spectre [30], Meltdown [31], Foreshadow-NG [32],
SMBR [33], and SMM Reload [34], such vulnerabilities can
be addressed by hardware vendors, and are not the subject of
this paper. In brief, we trust the hardware and firmware, but
not the software or operating system’s patching mechanism.
In addition, we assume that the source code of the patch is
trusted.
Our proposed approach focuses on live patching vulnerabilities in existing kernel code, but we note that this capability is independent of the new kernel’s correct handling
of previously-tainted data. The detection and handling of
tainted data left behind in memory or on the disk by an
OS-compromising attacker is an orthogonal issue that may
be handled by other techniques, such as cross-host taint
tracking [35], remote witness servers that validate update
effects [36], or SGX-based solutions to the state continuity
problem [37], among others. Alternatively, the OS patch or
update system might employ a mechanism such as type
wrapping or transformation [38] to clean or migrate critical
data. KS HOT is agnostic to the underlying patch being applied
(see Section V-A) and thus supports such approaches. We
also note that denial of service (DOS) attacks could prevent
live patching systems from executing. However, this is not
specific to our work (and, indeed, KS HOT can detect when
DOS attacks occur). If DOS attacks occur, we assume that
a system operator in the loop would elect to take a victim
system offline for subsequent manual patching.

IV. S YSTEM A RCHITECTURE
KS HOT aims to provide a reliable and low-overhead live
patching framework for untrusted kernels. KS HOT achieves
these goals by using a novel combination of an SGX enclave
within a helper application that securely downloads patched
source code which is built and written to kernel memory by a
custom SMM Handler. By construction, our approach benefits
from very low storage overhead associated with application
checkpointing, rapid deployment of patches with low latency,
and the trustworthy application of patches even when the
kernel’s patching mechanism has been compromised.
First, we assume that an operator wants to update a vulnerable, buggy, or compromised kernel on a system (which we call
the Target Machine). Next, we assume that developers have
created an updated, fixed, or otherwise patched version of the
kernel that the operator wants to apply to the Target Machine.
Briefly, our approach is to leverage an SGX enclave in a helper
application to download an updated binary kernel patch, then
use the SMM Handler to pause the Target Machine’s execution
and apply the patch. This novel combination of system features
allows us to deploy patches with low runtime overhead, low
latency, and without having to trust the underlying OS to
deploy the patch.
Figure 2 summarizes our approach. First, the Target OS
information which is required for compiling compatible binary
patches is gathered and sent to the remote Patch Server.
Second, an SGX-based application fetches the binary patch
from the remote Patch Server and collects required patching
information (e.g., patch location addresses). The information
is loaded into the reserved memory region to be processed
by the SMM Handler code. Third, we remotely trigger [39] a
patching command, and forced switch current host to SMM
to execute the SMM Handler, which modifies the Target Machine’s memory. Through a combination of hooking, adding
redirection instructions in target functions, and locating the
binary patch in a reserved memory location (see Section V),
3

the patch is applied so that the updated code will be executed
on the next invocation once the SMM Handler completes.

by host applications, including kernel rootkits or malware:
the SMM Handler cannot be disrupted by such activities.
Second, switching to SMM pauses the host system and restores
the architectural state once the SMM Handler completes. We
thus avoid implementing expensive checkpointing mechanisms
(as in kpatch or KUP), considerably reducing storage overhead. This represents a tradeoff between two conflicting nonfunctional quality properties (space and time); we evaluate this
tradeoff empirically in Section VI.
Since SMM effectively pauses the OS’s execution, we must
carefully choose which aspects of our system execute in
the SMM Handler. We propose to implement only required
functionalities in SMM (i.e., memory read/write capabilities)
to quickly deploy patches once they are made available to
the SMM Handler. Separately, we use an SGX enclave in
userspace to securely download the patch and marshal the
patch data into the SMM Handler. This SGX enclave allows
the patch to be downloaded securely using the system’s
existing networking stack. Together, the SGX enclave and
SMM Handler provide a low overhead, high efficiency, secure
mechanism for applying kernel patches at runtime.

A. KS HOT Components
There are three main components in our KS HOT architecture: the remote Patch Server, system-specific patch preprocessing in the SGX enclave, and SMM-based kernel patching.
Remote patch server: The remote Patch Server is an independent, trusted system that constructs and supplies trusted
binary patches. That is, we assume that developers have
already provided a fixed or updated binary kernel image
that we seek to apply to the Target Machine. The Patch
Server communicates with the target machine to obtain OS
information, which is used to build a compatible binary kernel
image, allowing for the creation of consistent binary patches.
SGX-based patch preparation: This component includes
kernel information collection and binary patch preprocessing.
These processes take place in an SGX enclave. The data
transmitted between SGX and the Patch Server, as well as
between SGX and SMM, are encrypted to protect patch code
from malicious changes. Leveraging SGX for patch preprocessing provides several benefits: First, it reduces the SMM
workload and thus the time during which the OS is paused
to execute the SMM Handler. Second, it reduces the amount
of software that must be developed in SMM (e.g., bespoke
network drivers must be implemented to transfer data if all
processing is handled in SMM). Finally, because of the large
semantic gap between SMM and the host environment [40], it
is more natural to gather kernel information from the software
layer within an SGX-enabled helper application.
SMM-based kernel patching: This component includes
patch decryption, patch function integrity checking, and binary
patching. KS HOT promises consistency of kernel execution
since the hardware automatically saves and restores architectural state (e.g., registers) while switching to SMM. This saves
substantial time and resource overhead compared to softwarebased system state saving and restoration (i.e., checkpointing)
in previous live patching approaches. In addition, if a kernel
error occurs after patching [22], this component can undo the
patch and rollback the system. While the patch operations are
processed in SMM, the target OS is halted (which precludes
simultaneous state changes). Because this activity is carried
out with SMM support, even kernel-level attacks cannot compromise patching operations. In addition to a patching module,
KS HOT can leverage a kernel introspection module for kernel
protection.

V. KS HOT D ESIGN AND I MPLEMENTATION
The goal for KS HOT is to live patch an OS kernel with
(1) minimal downtime, (2) minimal overhead, (3) support
for compromised kernels, and (4) support for consistency
without being kernel-specific. We implemented a prototype of
KS HOT based on Intel SGX and x86 SMM. The SGX-based
TEE supports receiving and preprocessing patches, providing
security without the full overhead of SMM. Encrypted patches
are processed in SMM and placed in an executable memory
space. Via SMM, the system stores the state of runtime
processes, restoring that state after applying the patch when
SMM completes. This allows for the deployment of a trusted
binary patch via a possibly-compromised target system.
A. Binary Patch Preparation
We leverage a trusted remote server to prepare binary kernel
patches. First, basic information about the OS, including the
kernel version, configuration, and compilation flags sufficient
to rebuild the binary image, are all transferred to the remote
server. The remote server then builds pre-patch and post-patch
versions of the kernel binary using that same compilation
information. A binary diff is sent back to the SGX enclave
on the Target Machine.
In KS HOT, kernel vulnerabilities are patched via functionlevel changes. We thus patch the code for the affected functions, rather than replacing either the entire kernel image or
just a few vulnerable instructions (see Section II). Replacing
an entire compromised kernel with a patched one (as in KUP)
is a powerful solution, but it incurs a significant storage
overhead. By contrast, fixing individual vulnerable instructions
is more flexible and has been demonstrated in previous work
(e.g., KARMA [9] and kGraft [11]). However, instructionlevel approaches also have significant drawbacks. First, current
instruction-level patching relies on the OS kernel to monitor

B. Qualitative Analysis of KS HOT
We design a system that enables reliable and efficient patching. Current live patching systems, like kpatch and Ksplice,
depend on the correct execution of kernel functions, and thus
implicitly trust the kernel and patching mechanism. As a result,
a compromised, buggy, or vulnerable kernel may lead to failed
deployments. To address this issue, we leverage SMM to
process patches, which has two advantages. First, SMM is
an isolated execution environment which cannot be accessed
4

the state of runtime functions and to decide if the instructions
can be patched without introducing inconsistencies. Second,
challenges such as identifying instructions in target functions [41] in the face of compiler optimizations are difficult,
frequently leading to patching failures [42].
Identifying Target Functions: Given the pre- and postpatch binary kernel image, we extract all corresponding
patched functions. While this process is complicated by compiler optimizations [42], we do not claim any novelty in our
identification of the functions that must be updated, instead
making use of a combination of existing algorithms and techniques. Our prototype builds a source-level call graph [43],
[44] of the kernel by using the codeviz tool [45]. We also
make use of IDA Pro [46] to create a binary-level call graph of
the kernel binary image. Differences between the source- and
binary-level call graphs illuminate certain compiler optimizations [42], including inlining, which is particularly common in
OS kernels. Because functions may be transitively inlined, we
employ a worklist algorithm that iteratively identifies implicated functions until no new implicated functions can added.
KS HOT makes use of existing binary signature matching
methods such as iBinHunt [47] and FIBER [42] to align and
identify relevant sections of the binary kernel image.
For the purposes of discussion and evaluation, we group
implicated functions into three broad categories (of increasing
difficulty to support via kernel live patching). Type 1 functions
do not involve inlining. Type 2 functions do involve inlining.
Type 3 functions modify global or shared variables.
For Type 3 analyses, we consider global or shared variables
changed in the patch. Such a variable might be deleted,
added, or modified. If the variable’s size is not modified,
the patch code is unaffected. However, if storage space for
a variable is inserted or deleted, care must be taken to avoid
inconsistent handling of that data between pre- and post-patch
code. To handle such variable modifications, we change the
corresponding variable and type in kernel memory (i.e., in data
and text segments). In general, significant changes to storage
layouts (e.g., adding or removing a field in a widely-used data
structure) may result in patch application failures; we evaluate
this empirically in Section VI.
Patching Target Functions: After we identify and analyze
all relevant target functions, we must make the memory
containing the (binary) newly-patched instructions accessible
to the running kernel. In general, we cannot directly replace
vulnerable function instruction memory with a patched function without compromising consistency. To solve this problem,
we use trampolines (cf. [24]): We store the patched functions
in a reserved memory space and link old code to the new
functions by replacing the first instruction in the target function
with a jmp instruction. The configurations of reserved memory,
including memory size, location and page attributes, are all
saved in SMM code in advance via the patch server. A basic
trampoline approach addresses calls to the beginning of a
function but does not address internal jumps and branches to
intermediate labels. This is because the offset for each jump
and branch in the post-patch binary may have changed. Thus,

we must change these offsets to retain required functionality
via the standard approach of calculating label differences.
KS HOT is a system for kernel-space patches that need
not trust the operating system: our focus is on deploying a
compiled binary patch in a compromised system (e.g., via
hardware support) and we are agnostic to the underlying
standard binary patching mechanism.
Supporting Kernel Tracing: Recent versions of the Linux
kernel include a special form of tracing support [48] that
is relevant to kernel live patching. When the trace attribute
is enabled, more than half of functions (23, 000 of 32, 000
in Linux 3.14) are compiled with a special 5-byte trace
instruction sequence which can be dynamically changed at
runtime by the kernel itself (not by our live patching). KS HOT
must be aware of such tracing instructions to avoid conflicts.
Naively patching an entire function containing such a tracing
sequence will result in incorrect execution or other memory
errors at runtime. Since the tracing instructions are located at
a fixed offset from the entry of the function, our solution is to
identify such 5-byte trace instruction signatures and patch the
instructions after them, leaving the tracing itself untouched.
B. SGX-based Patch Preparation
KS HOT uses Intel SGX hardware support to safeguard
trusted live patch preprocessing. The preparation of executable
binary patches proceeds in a trusted environment before the
processed patch is made available to the SMM-based live
patching module. In this subsection, we describe our SGX
enclave behavior. We assume that collecting information about
the current OS kernel can be done safely at boot time, and that
such information can be passed to the remote patch server that
produces the binary patch. In addition, we encrypt communication when obtaining the binary patch from the remote server.
This is also particularly relevant when passing data between
the SMM handler and SGX enclave. Both communications
are handled by untrusted applications or network drivers—we
encrypt data while in transit.
Due to the isolation properties of Intel SGX enclaves and
SMRAM, there is no direct channel for data transmission
between them. To exchange data between these two entities,
we use shared memory for encrypted data transmission. In
general, unless care is taken, there may not be a spare kernel
memory region available. In addition, if we live patch an
existing kernel function, it may change the function size and
cause a kernel consistency issue. We address these issues by
reserving a physical memory space for KS HOT at boot time.
Memory Protection and Isolation: We first configure the
boot loader (e.g., grub) to reserve a suitable kernel memory
allocation space (18MB for our prototype implementation).
We also add page attribute operation code to the paging init
function to provide the appropriate access limitations for that
memory. The reserved memory includes three logical parts:
mem RW, mem W, and mem X. The small mem RW is a
read/write area used for key exchange. Our prototype uses
the Diffie-Hellman key exchange algorithm [49]. The larger
mem W region is write-only and is used for storing the
5
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patching process in the SMM handler, including integrity
checking and the patching module itself. The following is the
workflow of patching operations performed in SMM.
First, the data fetching function in SMM obtains the binary
patch packages from the mem W segment. We compare a
cryptographic hash of the payload to the hash stored in the
package header to ensure patch integrity.
Second, we check if any global variable needs to be changed
in the kernel data or bss segment. To ensure data consistency,
we locate the addresses of global data in either segment using
the kernel symbol table and change the value/type of each.
Third, we check the operation field in the package. If the
value is patch, then we add a jump instruction as the redirection at the entry of that vulnerable function. We define the
location address of the patch function paddr at mem X. The
location address of the first patching function p1 .paddr is the
base address of mem X. Then, the location address of the ith
patching function is pi .paddr = p(i−1) .paddr + p(i−1) .size,
where size denotes the size of a binary patch. The binary
patch pi is then placed between the memory of pi .paddr and
pi .paddr + pi .size. The trampoline instruction at pi .taddr,
where taddr is the physical memory base address of the
vulnerable function, is replaced with a jmp instruction with
the offset value of pi .paddr − pi .taddr + 5, which ensures
that process will be redirected to the patch function once the
vulnerable function is called (and respects the 5-byte kernel
tracing setup).
Once the redirection instruction is set up, the system
switches back to Protected Mode and resumes the OS.
Patch Rollback/Update. After patching the kernel, the system or its applications may not run correctly for many different
reasons [8]. For example, the patch may introduce a new bug
or cause a new vulnerability. Indeed, a software engineering
study of commercial and open source operating systems by
Yin et al. found that 15–24% of human-written OS patches
were incorrect and resulted in end-user-visible impacts such
as crashes or security problems [22]. Supporting rollback is
thus critical for a realistic deployment. In such situations, we
can send a rollback instruction from remote sever. The SMM
handler rolls back the patch function to the original function.
We keep the patch information in SMM and store the original
instruction in mem W . As a result, if a rollback operation is
triggered, we can fetch out the original instruction and replace
the jump instruction in the vulnerable function. In KS HOT,
the last patching operation can always be rolled back in this
manner.

Patch
Attributes











)
)
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Data
Patch
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Fig. 3: The structure of patch package transmitted from SGX
enclave to SMM.
encrypted patch text. The untrusted application writes data
from the SGX enclave into mem W. However, the untrusted
application cannot decrypt this output data. Finally, the much
larger mem X region is executable-only and is used to store decrypted patched instructions as the kernel text. Read and write
access to those instructions is prohibited (as is standard with
kernel function memory) to maintain integrity. Moreover, we
can use existing SMM-based runtime checking systems [39],
[50] to further ensure the integrity of this region.
These access control mechanisms only limit the OS kernel.
By contrast, the hardware-supported SMM handler can read
and write any reserved memory. The SGX enclave receives the
post-compilation binary patch. KS HOT formats the instruction
text, adds external message fields to ensure that the SMM
handler can process the text correctly, and places the text in
right memory position and alignment.
Patch Preprocessing: The SGX enclave receives a patch
set from the remote patch server P = {p1 , . . . , pn }, with
edits to n functions. An individual patch pi has the form
{sequence, opt, type, . . . , payload}. The details are shown in
Figure 3. The patch preparation workflow follows a standard
sequence of steps. First, we verify the integrity of the received
patch to guard against network transmission errors. Next, the
modified binary patch will be written out as an executable
memory block. We package this memory block with external
header information (Figure 3). We encrypt this data in the
SGX enclave. The outside untrusted application then passes
the encrypted data to the mem W segment. After that, an
SMI is triggered to transfer control to the SMM-based live
patching component.
C. SMM-based Live Patching
The CPU changes to System Management Mode when it
receives a triggering instruction. The SMM hardware ensures
that the latest runtime state and register values are saved to
the protected SMRAM region of memory. Before the patching,
a Diffie-Hellman (DH) key generation module is executed in
SMM to create the private key, which is used to encrypt/decrypt the patch related data in SMM. This cryptographic key
is dynamically changed before each kernel patch to guard
against replay attacks between data transmissions. While a
Man-in-The-Middle (MITM) attack could still intercept the
communication between the SGX enclave and SMM, KS HOT
can verify the enclave’s identity via the trusted patch server
and thus mitigate the MITM attack. We implement the live

D. Patching Protection
In this subsection, we discuss several techniques we employ to address potential malicious interference with our live
patching process.
Malicious Patch Reversion. Some latent attacks in a compromised OS might revert the patch with an original (i.e., vulnerable) version of the kernel or function. However, KS HOT
can mitigate such attacks by leveraging SMM-based introspection. Specifically, we use SMM-based kernel protection
6

TABLE I: Benchmark suite of 30 critical kernel patches.

mechanisms [39], [50] to prevent the Target OS from reversion
or modification by rootkits after applying the patching.
We can similarly use the SMM handler to introspect regions
of memory overwritten with trampoline instructions to ensure
that the patched version of code persists after deploying a
patch with our approach. Because SMM has higher privilege
than the kernel, and because it can transparently introspect the
Target OS, it can detect changes to the kernel text and data.
Denial-of-service attacks. DOS attacks may preclude the
patch preparation operation from running, leading to a live
patching failure. DOS attacks are generally difficult to defend [51], [52], however we can detect DOS attacks using
SMM-based introspection techniques. After the Remote Server
sends the Patch source to the SGX Enclave in the Target OS,
the Enclave and the Remote Server can communicate the state
of the Patch Preparation. Once the patch binary is written in to
the Reserved Memory, the Remote Server can verify with the
SMM Handler that the patch binary was written to memory
(i.e., via introspection in the SMM Handler). This approach
cannot prevent DOS attacks but can detect them.

Affected Functions
n tty write

CVE-2014-36871

sctp chunk pending,
ctp assoc lookup asconf ack

16

1,2

CVE-2014-36901

vmx vcpu run,
vmcs host cr4,
vmx set constant host state

247

3

CVE-2014-41571
CVE-2014-50771
CVE-2014-52061
CVE-2014-78421

current thread info
sctp assoc update
do remount
handle emulation failure

5
98
34
16

2
1
2
1

CVE-2014-81331

set tls desc,
regset tls set

81

1,2

CVE-2015-13331
CVE-2015-14211
CVE-2015-57071

key link end
sctp assoc update
sg start req

21
96
117

1
1
1

CVE-2015-78721

key gc unused keys,
request key and link

20

1

CVE-2015-88121

iwch l2t send,
iwch cxgb3 ofld send

26

1

CVE-2015-89631

perf swevent add,
swevent hlist get cpu,
perf event exit cpu context

72

3

CVE-2015-89642

tty set termios ldisc

10

2

CVE-2016-21432

init new context,
pgd alloc, pgd free

53

2

CVE-2016-25432
CVE-2016-45781 ,2
CVE-2016-45802

snd seq ioctl remove events
snd timer user ccallback
x25 negotiate facilities

25
24
67

1
1
1

CVE-2016-51952

follow page pte,
faulti page

229

1,3

CVE-2016-58292

hiddev ioctl usage

119

1

CVE-2016-79142

assoc array insertinto terminal node

330

1

CVE-2016-79162
CVE-2017-63471 ,2
CVE-2017-89251 ,2
CVE-2017-169942
CVE-2017-170532

environ read
ip cmsg recv checksum
omninet open
walk page range
init new context

63
15
9
27
13

1
2
2
1
2

CVE-2017-178061 ,2

shash no setkey,
hmac create,
crypto shash alg has setkey

91

1,2

CVE-2017-182701 ,2

key alloc,
install user keyrings,
join session keyring

273

1,2

VI. E VALUATION
We evaluate the applicability, performance, and security
of KS HOT when live patching Linux kernels. Our prototype
machine uses an Intel Core i7 CPU (supporting SGX and
SMM) with 16GB memory. We use a combination of Coreboot [53] with a SeaBIOS [54] payload as the system BIOS.
We experiment with Ubuntu 14.04 and 16.04 using kernel
versions 3.14 and 4.4.
We consider three research questions:
•
•
•

RQ1. Can KS HOT correctly apply kernel patches?
RQ2. What is KS HOT’s performance overhead?
RQ3. How does KS HOT compare to existing approaches?

A. Benchmark Selection
We evaluate KS HOT’s ability to patch critical kernel vulnerabilities by using a suite of real-world patches from the
Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) database [55].
We analyzed 267 such vulnerabilities for Linux kernels 3.14
and 4.4. Of these 267, we found that 214 of them were
reproducible and applicable for our x86 architecture. The
remaining cases were excluded for one of two reasons: either
the vulnerability applied to a non-x86 platform (e.g., Android
or embedded devices), or the patch involved complex data
structure changes beyond the scope of our patching framework
(discussed further in Section VIII).
We randomly selected 30 of those 214 patches to construct
a benchmark suite similar in scale to existing work [9], [56].
The selected patches are listed in Table I. The “CVE Number”
field identifies the associated kernel defect. The “Affected
Functions” field lists the kernel functions changed by the
patch. The “Patch Size” field lists total size, in lines of code, of
all changed functions in post-patch version (this corresponds
to the size of the patch that KS HOT must deploy).

Size
86

Type?
1

CVE Number
CVE-2014-01961

kill something info, sys kill
CVE-2018-101241 .2
51
1,2
1 affects Linux 3.14. 2 affects Linux 4.4. ? indicates patch type
(Section V-A).

B. RQ1 — Correct Kernel Patching
We evaluated KS HOT on Linux kernels running on live
hardware. We determined that the system was in a stable state
with the default Ubuntu 14.04 or 16.04 background processes
running. We then instructed KS HOT to apply the appropriate
patch and manually verified its correct deployment (e.g., no
kernel panics, no crashed processes, no system log errors or
warnings, etc.). We also conducted experiments with heavier
active workloads during live patching (see Section VI-C3). Our
primary result is that KS HOT correctly applied live patches
7

in all 30 cases considered, demonstrating that our system is
applicable across multiple OS versions and defect types.
To provide additional insight into our successful applicability results, we detail a few patches as case studies. Recall
from Section V-A that we can classify each kernel patch into
one of three categories. Type 1 patches involve no inlining
and thus have their own independent instruction memory (a
default, simple case). Type 2 patches involve inlining. Type
3 patches require changes to kernel data structures or global
variables. We discuss an example patch from each category
that we considered.
Example Type 1 Patch: We consider CVE-2017-17806.
This vulnerability admits a kernel stack buffer overflow when
a local attacker executes a crafted sequence of system calls
that encounter a missing SHA-3 initialization and eventually
a stack-out-of-bounds bug. The official fix, partially shown in
Listing 1, is to add the cryptographic check to the relevant
kernel function (see Line 7). This is our most direct case.

structures. The official patch, partially shown in Listing 3, adds
a new field to local struct vcpu vmx. In addition, function
vmx set constant host state assigns a value to the new field,
and function vmx vcpu run reads the field’s value. Thus, both
functions must be patched. KS HOT successfully applies this
patch, but Type 3 cases remain difficult in general; we return
to this issue in Section VIII.
C. RQ2 — Performance Evaluation
To evaluate the performance of KS HOT, we measured each
stage of the live patching process. We consider overhead from
two sources: SGX-based binary patch preparation and SMMbased patching. Since the SMM patching process essentially
pauses the target OS but the SGX-based enclave does not, we
evaluate the performance of two parts separately, including
a comparison with existing methods. In our experiments, the
total size of the binary patch generally ranged from 40 bytes
to 4KB.
1) SGX-Based Patch Preparation Performance: The SGX
enclave must (1) fetch the patch from the remote server, (2)
preprocess the patch through integrity checking and branch
instruction replacing, (3) pass the patch with encrypting and
writing to shared memory region for consumption by the SMM
side. We evaluate the time consumption in each step.
Table II shows a breakdown of the time consumed by this
SGX-based patch preparation for various patch sizes, averaged
over 100 trials. Consider the 4KB case as an example. The
time to fetch a binary patch from our remote server is 200µs,
and the time to prepare the patch is 8,034µs. In addition,
51µs is required to store the encrypted binary patch into the
shared memory region. All told, we use 8,285µs to complete
the preprocessing of a 4KB patch.
2) SMM-Based Patching Performance: The SMM handler
pauses the target OS while carrying out key generation, data
reading and decryption, patch verification, and binary patch
activities. In addition, there are overheads associated with
switching to and from SMM and protected mode. We evaluate
these times empirically using the rdtsc instruction to count the
number of CPU cycles elapsed during each operation.
For our experimental platform, the average times for switching to, and resuming from, SMM are 12.9µs and 21.7µs,
respectively. These values depend on specific hardware configuration, but are typically on the same order of magnitude
in our experience. Once we switch to SMM, we spend 5.2µs
to generate encryption keys. The switching operation and key
generation are fixed-cost operations, regardless of patch size.

Listing 1 Type 1 example: CVE-2017-17806 patch
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

static int hmac_create(struct crypto_template *tmpl,
struct rtattr **tb)
salg = shash_attr_alg(tb[1], 0, 0);
if (IS_ERR(salg))
return PTR_ERR(salg);
+ alg = &salg->base;
err = -EINVAL;
+ if (crypto_shash_alg_has_setkey(salg))
+
goto out_put_alg;
+
ds = salg->digestsize;
ss = salg->statesize;
- alg = &salg->base;

Listing 2 Type 2 example: CVE-2017-17053 patch
1
2
3
4
5
6

static inline int init_new_context(struct task_struct
*tsk,
...
#endif
- init_new_context_ldt(tsk, mm);
- return 0;
+ return init_new_context_ldt(tsk, mm);

Example Type 2 Patch: Consider the use-after-free vulnerability CVE-2017-17053. In this bug, the Linux kernel does
not correctly handle errors from certain table allocations when
forking a new process, allowing a local attacker to achieve a
use-after-free via a specially-crafted program. In the official
fix for this bug, the return value in function init new context
is changed (see Listing 2, Line 6). Critically for KS HOT,
this patch involves inlining, so more than one function is
implicated and must be updated (as listed in Table I).
Listing 3 Type 3 example: CVE-2014-3690 patch
1
2
3
4
5
6

struct vcpu_vmx
int
int
u64
+ unsigned long
} host_state;

TABLE II: Breakdown of SGX operations (µs; n = 100).

{
gs_ldt_reload_needed;
fs_reload_needed;
msr_host_bndcfgs;
vmcs_host_cr4

Example Type 3 Patch: We consider CVE-2014-3690
as an example Type 3 patch involving updates to local data
8

Patch Size

Fetching

Pre-processing

Passing

Total

40B
400B
4KB
40KB
400KB
10MB

54
68
200
2,266
16,707
415,944

150
850
8,034
82,611
785,616
19,991,979

9
29
51
498
4,985
124,565

213
947
8,285
85,375
807,308
20,532,488

TABLE III: Breakdown of SMM operations (µs; n = 100).
Patch
Size

Data
Decryption

Patch
Verification

Patch
Application

40B
0.04
2.93
0.06
400B
0.31
6.32
0.72
4KB
1.27
8.52
6.92
40KB
13.84
33.85
17.22
400KB
133.30
311.15
396.45
10MB
2,832.00
5,973.00
2,619.00
1 includes key generation and SMM switching time.

Larger patches require more patching time, while the switching
and key generation times are relatively constant across all
patches. In these whole-system experiments, KS HOT required
very little time to apply each patch. For example, for CVE2014-4608, the total time required on the Target Machine was
about 7,941µs for a 156-byte patch. The preparation time in
SGX dominates the time cost, and the system is only paused
for a brief 47.6µs during SMM activities. This including 5.2µs
for key generation and 34.6µs for SMM switching. The patch
completed successfully, without changing application state.
We also used Sysbench [58] to measure overall system
overhead. We live patched the kernel while Sysbench executed
in userspace and measured end-user-visible system overhead.
Over 1, 000 live patches of each of the 6 aforementioned CVE
patches, we incur under 3% overhead from the combined SGX
and SMM patch preparation and deployment times.

Total1
42.83
47.15
56.51
104.71
880.70
11,464.00

The SMM handler reads the encrypted patch provided by
the SGX enclave, then applies it to the kernel memory. The
time taken to read, decrypt, and apply the patch depends on
the patch size. We tested patch sizes ranging from 40 bytes
to 10MB. Table III shows the time breakdown of patching
operations for various patch sizes. For example, a 4KB patch
takes 1.27µs to read and decrypt, 8.52µs to verify, and 6.92µs
to apply to kernel memory (e.g., to actually write the new patch
to memory). Note that the majority of the patch time comes
from the patch verification process, which involves computing
a SHA-2 hash. We could reduce this time by employing a
simpler hashing algorithm such as SDBM [57].
The overhead grows approximately linearly with the patch
size. Even in the case of a large 40MB patch, the total required
time is under 1 second. On average, the patches from our
CVE dataset are less than 1KB. Note that we did not count
the overhead imposed by communication between the Patch
Server and Target Machine’s untrusted helper application,
which has minimal effect on the SGX enclave. Extrapolating
from Table III, the average patch thus requires roughly 74µs.
We view this as a small and acceptable time interval to pause
the system, especially given the rarity of live patching events.
3) Whole-System Performance Evaluation: We randomly
selected 6 of our benchmarks for a detailed analysis of
whole-system performance.1 In addition to the patched code
itself, each function requires 42 bytes of header data in the
transmitted patch package (following the packaging process
from Figure 3). Figure 4 shows that the time breakdown in
the SGX preprocessing stage, which indicates the majority
of time is spent preprocessing the patch according. Similarly,
Figure 5 shows the time breakdown in SMM for each patch.

D. RQ3 — Patching System Comparison
KS HOT provides a live and reliable mechanism for kernel
patching with the help of Intel SMM and SGX. We compare
KS HOT with existing general-purpose live patching systems
and also with live kernel patching systems.
1) General Patching Comparison: Table IV presents a
comparison of KS HOT to indicative non-kernel and kernel
binary patching approaches used in more general software
engineering contexts. To the best of our knowledge, only
KS HOT does not require trusting or depending on the OS
kernel. The Dyninst [24] and EEL [10] systems can be
applied to patch executable binary files. However, they do not
handle runtime memory. Kernel live patching systems must
traditionally handle application state in some manner — either
through checkpointing and recovery (as with many previous
approaches) or through hardware assistance and pausing (as in
KS HOT). The Libcare [25] system uses system calls and hooks
to replace buggy functions in a userspace process’s memory.
In a typical use, the replaced function is only used by one
process; by contrast, kernel live patching faces more significant
consistency issues. The Kitsune [59] and PROTEOS [26]
systems are dynamic software updating approaches. They take
advantage of developer annotations of safe update points.
Developer-marked software locations are assumed to admit
correct patching. By contrast, KS HOT infers target functions
automatically and uses hardware support to create safe pauses
for updates.

1 patches for CVE-2014-4608, CVE-2015-7872, CVE-2016-2143, CVE2016-5696, CVE-2017-16994, CVE-2017-18270; corresponding patch sizes:
198, 171, 257, 79, 174, 322 bytes.

Fetch

Preprocess

Restore

Keygen

CVE-2017-18270

CVE-2017-18270

CVE-2017-16994

CVE-2017-16994

CVE-2016-5696

CVE-2016-5696

CVE-2016-2143

CVE-2016-2143

CVE-2015-7872

CVE-2015-7872

CVE-2014-4608

Patch

Switch

CVE-2014-4608

0

0.25

0.5
Time (µs)

0.75

1

0

·104

5

10

15
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25

30

35

40

45

Time (µs)

Fig. 4: SGX-based patch preparation time.

Fig. 5: SMM-based live patching time.
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TABLE V: Comparison with kernel patching systems.

TABLE IV: Comparison with non-kernel binary patching.
Kernel Dependency

Untrusted OS

X
X
X
X
X
7

7
7
7
7
7
X

Dyninst [24]
EEL [10]
Libcare [25]
Kitsune [59]
PROTEOS [26]
KS HOT

Applicability

Type

userspace
userspace
userspace
userspace
kernel
kernel

KUP [8]
KARMA [9]
kpatch [10]
KS HOT
1

Downtime

Untrusted OS

kernel
3s/kernel
7
instruction
5µs/patch1
7
function
45.6ms/patch1
7
function
50µs/patch1
X
for an averaged sized patch of less than 1KB

Memory
>30G
lua engine
16G
18M

total system overhead over 1, 000 live patches. Finally, this
approach requires a substantially smaller TCB compared to
previous techniques.
To put these results in context, we discuss two of our
kernel patches with respect to time from vulnerability discovery to patch to adoption. First, CVE-2014-8133 was first
discovered 10 October 2014, but a patch was not created
until 14 December 2014 in Linux 3.13. Moreover, this patch
did not get merged into Ubuntu 14.04 until 26 Feb 2015.
Second, CVE-2017-17806 was discovered 17 October 2017,
with a corresponding patch built 29 November 2017 for Linux
4.4, and merged into Ubuntu 16.04 on 4 April 2018. These
timelines match industry reports that critical CVEs take an
average of over a month to get patched [60]. However, even
when a patch is created, it may take additional time for
end users to adopt the new patch [61]—many successful
exploits rely on old, previously-patched vulnerabilities [62].
Live patching techniques are intended in part to reduce the
cost associated with applying an update, and techniques like
KS HOT show promise in furthering that cost reduction while
extending kernel live patching capabilities.

2) Kernel Patching Comparison: Existing kernel live patching systems assume that patches are trusted when they are
stored in the target OS. However, the integrity of patches can
be easily compromised by attacks which have the kernel access
privilege (e.g., syscall hijacking [19]). By contrast, KS HOT
leverages the SGX enclave to preprocess binary patches without having to trust the underlying OS. Additionally, data
blocks transmitted between SGX and SMM through the shared
memory are encrypted to protect the patch’s integrity from
malicious modification during preprocessing.
In addition, existing solutions rely on kernel-specific functions to implement the patching operations (e.g., ptrace,
stop machine, kexec). However, existing vulnerabilities [55],
such as CVE-2015-7837, CVE-2014-4699, or CVE-20124508, can affect those particular kernel functions. For example,
the CVE-2015-7837 vulnerability allows the attacker to load
an unsigned kernel via kexec, which would compromise KUP’s
patching mechanism. In KS HOT, live patching operations
execute in the SMM handler, which cannot be modified even if
the underlying Target OS is compromised. Our use of SMM as
a trusted execution environment for deploying patches prevents
a compromised OS from interfering with KS HOT.
We compare KS HOT with representative kernel live patching methods (including KUP, KARMA, kpatch) in Table V
in terms of patch granularity, patching time, trusted code
base, and memory consumption. KUP replaces an entire
vulnerable kernel in around 3 seconds. Additionally, KUP
can handle patches with complex data structure changes.
KARMA requires less than 5µs for small patches and uses
very little memory. kpatch takes longer, but it can be deployed
and integrated in the Linux kernel. However, these existing
methods all rely on the OS kernel (and thus their TCB includes
the whole kernel). By contrast, in KS HOT, the TCB extends
only to SMM and the SGX enclave. Moreover, KS HOT needs
no checkpointing of running applications, and uses only 18MB
extra memory space for patch analysis and management.
Moreover, KS HOT requires only about 50µs to deploy most
patches, which is faster than all existing non-instruction-level
methods. Our approach provides an efficient and secure live
patching mechanism.

VII. R ELATED W ORK
In this section, we survey related work from the areas
of trusted execution environments, patch analysis, and live
patching methods.
A. Trusted Execution Environment
Trusted execution environments (TEE) are intended to provide a safe haven for programs to execute sensitive tasks.
Being able to run programs in a trusted execution environment is crucial to guarantee the program’s confidentiality and
integrity. Hardware-based TEEs include x86 SMM [63], Intel
SGX [64], [65], AMD memory encryption technology [66],
and ARM TrustZone [67]. HyperCheck [39] leverages SMM to
build a trusted execution environment and monitor hypervisor
integrity. VC3 [21] leverages Intel SGX to provide an isolated
region for secure big data computation. Scotch [68] combines
x86 SMM and Intel SGX to monitor cloud resource usage.
KS HOT uses a TEE for reliable kernel live patching.
B. Patch Analysis

E. Evaluation Summary

Traditional patching mechanisms simply apply the sourcecode-based patch to the kernel source, re-compile, and reboot
to install the new kernel. In live patching, we directly replace
binary-level code with a new version at runtime. However,
both approaches must identify the target code and prepare
the patch code by analyzing the source or binary code. Patch
analysis methods [42], [69]–[71] can be classified into two

We find that KS HOT is a general, performant, secure approach to live patching vulnerable Linux kernels. Across an
indicative benchmark of 30 critical kernel security vulnerability patches, we correctly applied all of them successfully with
our approach. Based on our combination of SGX and SMM
patch preparation and deployment, KS HOT incurs under 3%
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broad types: source-to-source and binary-to-binary. Source-tosource methods require both the original source code and the
patch code. To identify the functions in source code, methods
such as string [72], token [73], and parse tree [74] matching
can be used. Moreover, the call graph [71] and control
flow graph [75] can be constructed to identify relationships
between functions. By contrast, binary-to-binary methods do
not require source code. Both the patch and the target are
presented in a binary format, and all comparisons are based
only on binary-level features. To accurately identify relevant
function in binary code, tools such as IDA [46] can be used to
extract relevant information. Additionally, techniques such as
BinHunt [76] and iBinHunt [47] use symbolic execution and
theorem proving to formally verify basic block level semantic
equivalence. Fiber [42] employs a precise and accurate patch
code matching mechanism with the source patch code and
binary vulnerable functions. KS HOT analyzes compiled kernel
binary code as well as the source code patch to obtain rich
information (see Section V). Our prototype evaluation uses
codeviz, IDA, iBinHunt and Fiber, but our approach is agnostic
and could employ any similar tool.

Attacks to Trusted Execution Environments: While we
treat the x86 SMM and Intel SGX as a foundation to implement KS HOT, they might be compromised through vulnerabilities at the hardware or firmware level. For example, the
recent Foreshadow [32] is able to leak the information from
SMM or SGX. Some other attacks like SMM rootkits [33],
[34] or Software Grand Exposure [77], can also compromise
SMM or SGX; we consider these attacks beyond our scope.
Downtime for SMM Handler operations: Although
KS HOT outperforms existing kernel patching systems, it still
introduces some downtime for patching. This is because the
SMM Handler suspends the OS while applying the patch.
Note that KS HOT minimizes this downtime by moving the
preprocessing operations from (blocking) SMM to the (nonblocking) SGX enclave.
Consistency Issues: Some complex patches may change
the semantics of target functions, which might affect other
non-patched functions. For example, a patch might change the
order in which locks are acquired in multiple functions at the
same time, or some patches might change global data used
by multiple functions. Currently, KS HOT cannot handle those
cases. Our empirical evaluations suggest this is rare, occurring
in around 2% of kernel CVE patches. One way to address
this problem is to construct a consistency model and safely
choose patch tasks [10], [13], identify and patch all relevant
functions, which can be applied even to unstructured programs
(e.g., [78]). We leave this consideration for future work.

C. Live Patching
Existing live patching focuses on open-source operating systems, mainly Linux. For example, Ksplice [12], kpatch [10],
and kGraft [11] can effectively patch security vulnerabilities
without causing a significant downtime. kpatch and Ksplice
both stop the running OS and ensure that none of the processes
are affected by changes induced by patched functions. Specifically, kpatch replaces the whole functions with patch ones, and
Ksplice patches individual instructions instead of functions.
kGraft patches vulnerabilities at function level, but does not
need to stop the running processes. It maintains the original
and patched function simultaneously and decides which one
to execute by monitoring the state of processes, potentially
inducing incorrect behavior or consuming additional storage.
These methods cannot address changes to data structures [8].
To address this limitation, KUP [8] replaces the whole kernel
with a patched version, but uses checkpoint-and-restore to
maintain application state consistency. However, it checkpoints
all the user processes, leading to large CPU and memory
overhead. KARMA [9] uses a kernel module to replace
vulnerable instructions that it identifies from a given patch
diff. In addition, several live updating methods have been
integrated into operating systems, like Canonical Livepatch
Service [13] in Ubuntu, and Proteos [26] on MINIX 3, which
can update new components if the patch is small. However,
these methods still rely on the trustworthy operation of the
target OS, so potential kernel-level attacks may tamper with
the live patching operation, leading to system failure. KS HOT
addresses this by leveraging a TEE to reliably patch the target
kernel with a smaller TCB and low total overhead.

IX. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented KS HOT, a secure and efficient
framework for kernel patching. It leverages x86 SMM and
Intel SGX to patch the kernel without depending on the OS.
Additionally, we use SMM to naturally store the runtime state
of the target host, which reduces external overhead and improves live patching performance. Employing this hardwareassisted mechanism supports faster restoration without external
checkpoint-and-restore solutions. We evaluate the effectiveness
and efficiency of KS HOT by providing an in-depth analysis of the technique against a suite of indicative kernel
vulnerabilities. We demonstrate that our approach incurs an
average downtime of 50µs for a 1KB binary kernel patch,
but consumes only 18MB of extra state for patch analysis,
a substantial reduction over previous work. In an empirical
evaluation on 30 randomly-selected indicative, critical
kernel CVEs, KS HOT live-patched each one successfully
with low overhead and a small trusted code base.
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VIII. L IMITATIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
In this section, we discuss potential limitations of our kernel
live patching approach.
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